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Tank bags are a great place to keep frequently used items, such as phones, cameras, sunscreen, snacks, and goggles/glasses. Or items that are needed quickly, would be rain suits. Larger tank bags suit street bikes and adventure riders. Enduro tank bags fit the off-road crowd. The linings can make the tank bags
waterproof. There is a Wolfman Tank Bag for every bike and every adventure. Choose the ideal tank bag today from Wolfman Motorcycle Luggage. Return to your new waterproof luggage item #NEXTGEN Wolfman Wolfman's luggage motorcycle is the first manufacturer of motorcycle bags and accessories. From tank
bags, tail bags, seat bags, fender bags, number bags, panniers and bags, to waterproof roller bags, Wolfman has what you need for your bike. Whether you're riding on the street, dirt, or half and a half, we have the ideal motorcycle bag for your bike. So if you need a complete set of luggage for your next trip to Sturgis or
a waterproof setup for motorcycle adventure, Wolfman Motorcycle Baggage has the perfect bag. If you have any questions about the application or fitting please contact us and we will help you determine the ideal luggage or bag for your bike or ATV. Home Find By Bike Happy Trails Products Accessories Accessories



Maintenance &amp; Supplies Rising Gear CLOSEOUTS DisruptED – Last Chance Gift Finding Sly Gear Brands BlogContact UsAbout Reviews Water Protection Protection Level 1 – Our standard Wolfman Baggage is well built using the treated ballistic nylon that will repel some water but should never be considered
waterproof. Level 2 - Raincovers for standard luggage will add more protection against showers and splashes. They are sewn from highly covered rip-stop nylon and drapes tightly over top and parts of the bags. Add protection by sealing the seams of rain caps. Level 3 - Expedition Classic Tank Bags are sewn from
waterproof vinyl and offer more protection yet. The bag material is waterproof and intelligent construction does an excellent job of inhibiting water, mud and dust. However, stitched seams can allow moisture inside under certain conditions. Sealing the seams will help. ** Safe Packaging Procedures To keep your goods
dry using any of the above, try lining your luggage with trash linings or other sturdy plastic bags ** Level 4 - Wolfman 100% Waterproof Baggage Our Expedition Series and Rolie Bag Series are 100% waterproof when in good condition and used properly. These bags will shrug off the most storms and deep creek
crossings. In addition, they will keep mud, dust and odors out as well. Wolfman is confident that our waterproof luggage can and will keep the equipment dry. For best results, follow these instructions. For best results, burp excess air, smooth any wrinkles, roll/fold the top of the bag 3-4 semi-rolls, then buckle. Do not allow
clothing or other objects to float in the rolling area Running. I can cool the water in your bag. Make sure that the mounting straps pass through different guides, buckles, loops or mounting patch and around the bag to support the weight. Never leave a bag hanging from a strap, buckle or mounting patch. WORK THE
CUREAU around the bags and cinch them tightly to the bike. This can prevent tearing and other damage to the bag that could cause a leak. Worse, swinging bags can easily cause a loss of control of the bike, which is generally less enjoyable than a leak. Do not pack sharp or abrasive objects or dab them carefully to
prevent damage to the waterproof material of the bag. If you pack wet objects, they will still be wet when you remove them and the water may have spread to other items. This is bad if it's down the sleeping bag. This is good if your luggage is filled with ice and frosty drinks. Take enough care around the cactus, nails,
sharp sticks and rocks, knives, marauding rodents, and speeding bullets. These elements and the like can compromise the seal of bags. If it is death important to keep a dry element, (passports, cameras or memory cards, electronics, magnesium powder), it is probably a good idea to use additional layers of protection.
Think pelican cases, ziplock bags, or even a small Rolye Bag inside a larger bag. Even when using the best waterproof wolfman luggage and any secondary methods of keeping water out, there is still a chance that your stuff will get wet. That's part of the Adventure of Life. Wolfman is not responsible for these
extraordinary events. If you have any further questions, please refer to our training video guides or contact us. If Wolfman Luggage has kept your equipment clean and dry in extreme circumstances, we'd like to hear about it. Send us your story and photos and we'll probably share your story on Facebook. We hope you
use our luggage because you ride your bike and have to carry your stuff. Wonderful! Please be aware that over time your bike may show wear in places where luggage comes into contact with the bike finish. Plastic surfaces, being softer, may be more susceptible to marring. Our bags are designed to safely mount and
minimize vibration and friction. Smooth, soft material is used for bicycle/bag interface areas to minimize scratches to the bike finish. However, dirt and dirt caught between a bag and a finished surface can act as an abrasive and speed up visible damage. The hierarchy of things that we can all do to help save a bike's
Finish: Level of Effort Technique Who Doesn't Level It Level 0 Install Luggage. Walk. Ignore. Some Level 1 riders clean your bike before installing your luggage &amp; keep it clean Most Level 2 Wash riders &amp; wax painted surfaces to help provide a scratch barrier Multi Riders Level 3 Use a transparent layer of
plastic protection with adhesive support. 3M Paint Protection Film A few Level 4 rides Wrap the entire bike in plastic wrap &amp; shop in Garage is not recommended Ultimately, using anything will lead to wear. Riding a motorcycle will result in an accumulation of rub-marks, scratches, dings, and scuffs that indicate the
time well spent. Wolfman Baggage Expedition Dry Saddle Bags SKU: EX50 $645.00 Wolfman E-12 SKU WP Saddle Bags: SB-2 $425.00 Wolfman Tail Bag WP SKU: TL-2$425.00 Wolfman BlackHawk Tank Bag SKU: TB-3$355.00 Wolf Baggage Wolf Tail Bag SKU: M303 $350.00 Wolfman Baggage Wolfy Escape Pak
V1.7 SKU: S711 $336.00 Wolfman Baggage Skyline Duffel Bag SKU: SKY301 $275.00 Wolfman Baggage Renegade Double Ended Duffel 2016 SKU : EX40 $ 256.50 Wolfman 303 Long Roly SKU: CO40 $212.00 Wolfman 303 Large Rolie SKU: CO30 $194.00 Wolfman 303 Medium Rome SKU: CO20 $168.00 Wolfman
303 Small Rolie S KU: CO10 $150.00 Wolfman Baggage Role Bag Small SKU: H10 97.00 Dollars Wolfman Baggage Flat Tank Mount for Rolie Bag SKU: H605 $75.00 Wolfman Baggage Wolfy Tool Roll SKU: M955 $75.00 Wolfman Baggage Beta Duffel SKU : MK102 $65.00 Wolfman Baggage Top Pocket SKU: M904
$59.00 Wolfman Baggage Mini Beta Plus Rain Cover SKU: MK204 $55.00 Wolfman Bagage Universal Saddles SKU: A146 $53.00 Wolfman E-12 Saddle Bags Accessory Kit SKU: SB-A102 $45.00 Wolfman Tank Bag Accessory Kit SKU: TB-A101 $45.00 Wolfman Baggage Explorer Lite Tank Bag Rain Cover SKU:
M950$44.00 Wolfman Baggage Express Tank Bag Bag Bag Bag Bag Rain Cover SKU : M919 $44.00 Wolfman Baggage Peak Tail Bag Rain Cover SKU: M804 $44.00 Wolfman Baggage Wolf Tail Bag Rain Cover SKU: M902 $44.00 Wolfman Baggage Happy Passenger Seat SKU Belts: A144 $29.00 Wolfman Baggage
SKU Brace Backpack: M940 $25.00 Wolfman Baggage Front Mount Ham for KLR 2007 Pre 2007 SKU: MK907 $25.00 Wolfman Baggage Map Pocket Standard SKU: M906 $25.00 Wolfman Baggage Vinyl Repair Kit SKU : A132 $ 25.00 Wolfman Baggage Map Pocket E-CarryAll SKU: A105 $20.00 Wolfman Baggage
Back Bag Replacement Belts 5 Package SKU: A117 $20.00 Wolfman Baggage Shoulder Belt SKU: M903 $20.00 Wolf Baggage y Belt SKU: M112 $19.95 Wolfman Baggage Flappy Belt Holders 6 SKU Package: A11 $15.00 Wolfman Baggage Map Mounts Only for Small Role Bag SKU: H602M $15.00 Wolfman Rocky
Mountain Expedition Saddle Bags WP SKU : SB-1 $895.00 Wolfman Enduro Tank Bag WP SKU: TB-2 $275.00 Wolfman Universal Bottle Holster SKU: BH-1$75.00 Share this article John Burns September 1, 2020 Back in the day, when a proper sports-tourer was a 1100 Katana or an FZR1000, the tank bag was
indispensable for weekend explosions in San Francisco or Reno or anywhere. FZR in particular had a flat-topped steel tank that was the catbird seat for my old magnetic bag. If you packed soft t-shirts and underwear on top, it was purrfect to lean on and unweight your wrists. Magnetic was good for me because I was
always different bikes. If you have a bicycle, an old-fashioned strap-on bag, invented before the magnet, is a little safer on Motorcycles. Now that we've gotten old and soft, and motorcycles have become more specialized (I'm pretty sure bags haven't been an option on the ZX-11 as they are for the new Ninja 1000), the
old tank bag just doesn't see much of the action lately. But I couldn't help noticing the new Z900 tank looked perfect for a tank bag, and if you're an old-fashioned rugged person who wants to walk places in a hurry and less burdened, a good tank bag is still an accessory you have to have. Here are seven great ones to
get your shopping started. PS: If you're worried about paint, a clear adhesive-supported coating of coating like 3M Paint Protection Film is not a bad idea. Contents Chase Harper makes a shed-ton of tank bags; this 800 is a medium-sized, ergonomically expandable tank bag with a circumferential zipper that allows it to
extend from 10.4 to 17 liters. It is made of ballistic nylon coated with urethane for tear and water resistance, sealed with large zippers of black metal YKK. A non-slip rubberized polyester material covers the bottom and magnetic wings to prevent scratching, which is full of neodymium magnets for safe mounting (a strap
mounting version also available). Converts into a backpack, there are mesh pockets, a detachable touch-sensitive map cover for map, cell phone, or tablet use, yada yada yada ... very nice. Bottom Line/Great Bag for Dollar If you're on a really naked bike and moving to a good clip, something a little safer than magnets is
in order. SHAD people came up with an innovative Pin system that secures the bike bag by replacing 3 or 4 of the original gas cap screws with pins, for a positive mechanical connection that can be installed in minutes. There are applications for over 180 motorcycles, and counting. The E16-P is Shad's largest bag,
expandable from 11 to 15 litres and equipped with all the features you'd expect for the price, including a touchscreen smartphone compartment and a charging cable pass port. The bottom line/added safety for the GIVI windshieldless bike has its own Tanklock system, similar to some others, involving a high ring deal,
which also screws into the tank filling holes and eliminates the need for magnets or belts. Natch, GIVI produces a multitude of luggage, and looks like nine different Tanklock bags on its website. ST602B here is a smaller, 4-liter, thermoformed job in EVA laminate polyester 1000D for an aerodynamic design. Waterproof
zippers, a waterproof bag, shoulder strap and an internal pocket for phone transport are included – although the series mounting flange is sold separately. The bottom line/holds its shape, even in the milk Another one in the gas filling-mount category, would be the SW Motech line of bags, using the sw proprietary
mounting system. This EVO Daypack, expandable from 5 to 9 liters, is on the smaller side of the offers, of which there are countless, including bike-specific bags for tons of motorcycles and EVO 2.0 Hire electric bag in our lead image. All this can be attached to the EVO tank ring with one hand and just as easy to remove
for refuelling. The nylon ballistic construction is tough, and the transport handle and shoulder strap are included, along with the connectors for a GPS support, map support and dry bag for your phone or tablet. It can also accommodate a cable lock for anti-theft protection. Made in Deutschland. The bottom line/Teutonic
engineering I never owned a Wolfman tank bag, but I still use the wolfman tail pack I received during the Clinton administration, and it's still in great shape. Blackhawk WP is the largest Wolfman tank bag, at 10 liters (610 cubic inches), and attaches to the motorcycle with a classic four-point snap harness. The yellow
bungee on top is for storing gloves while you're gassing up, or a jacket layer when you're not. There is a detachable transparent pocket, along with a detachable waist belt cover. #8 YKK waterproof main zipper seals up the ballistic nylon shell quite comfortably, and a raincover is included (like all of them, I think). Bottom
Line/Built to Last It is available magnetic or strap-on with a non-slip, non-zero base mounting form that is perfect for leaning against. Built of polyester ballistics and 1800 denier twill Jacquard, with several mounting options including for you with backpack straps, this 12-litre expandable bag is one of many Cortechs
designed in the US. Comes with a detachable map case that is great for things besides maps, along with an incorporable sip tube and ports for headphones. It's not Nelson-Rigg's first rodeo either. I've been making bags for 30 years. The Trails End's V-shaped anti-slip base is designed to suit off-road, dual-sport and
adventure motorcycles with a main compartment measuring 12L x 7W x 9H, with a greater 16.5 litre expandability, as needed. UltraMax polyester construction gives the bag maximum UV protection, and a new quick release system ensures quick installation and refuelling. Reverse coil zippers are claimed to preserve
dust and dirt. You have convenient side pockets for smaller items for easy access, as well as a clear pocket of easily accessible map. What could possibly go wrong? If anything happens, NR offers a lifetime guarantee. Bottom Line / Expand your adventure We are committed to finding, researching, and recommending
the best products. We earn commissions from purchases you make using retail links in reviews products and other articles. Learn more about it works. Become an inside Motorcycle.com. Get the latest motorcycle news first by subscribing to our newsletter here. Here. Here.
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